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2014 Partnership Opportunities
Now in its sixth year, the Atlantic Council Energy and Economic 
Summit in Istanbul brings together a unique and preeminent 
community of global leaders for a lively two-day debate 
on business opportunities, values, energy development, and 
political challenges in a region standing at the crossroads of 
history. Held in the newest global city, the Summit analyzes 
the latest in political and business trends, as well as promotes 
opportunities in a region spanning from Central Asia in the 
East to Central Europe to the Levant in the West. 

Companies enjoy plenary sessions, bilateral meetings, breakouts, networking opportunities, and access 
to global and regional leaders. 

The invitation-only sessions on energy, business, politics, and the economy are open to Summit partners 
and a select group of thought leaders from around the globe.

Photos clockwise from top left: Fatih Birol, Chief Economist, International Energy Agency and Melanie A. Kenderdine, Executive Director, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology Energy Initiative; Tony Hayward, CEO, Genel Energy; Taner Yıldız, Minister of Energy and Natural Resources, Republic of Turkey; The Grand 
Tarabya hotel in Istanbul, site of the 2014 Summit; and Ashti Hawrami, Minister of Natural Resources, Kurdistan Region, Republic of Iraq.

2013 keynote speakers included Turkish President Abdullah 
Gül and US Secretary of Energy Ernest Moniz.



Summit Partnership presents the following opportunities: 

Recognition
At the Summit, all partners are 
given logo recognition on printed 
materials, signage, and the Summit 
website. Other opportunities include 
hosting a company exhibit in the 
Summit foyer area, logo recognition 
on a partner video loop and on 
stage backdrops at the sessions, 
as well as exclusively sponsoring a 
Summit meal event.

Speaking 
Opportunities
Platinum Co-Chairs and Gold Summit Partners 
are given the opportunity to feature their 
Chairman, CEO, or other senior designate as a 
speaker, moderator, or introducer for a session/
event at the Summit. 

Access to Global 
and Regional Leaders
Through thought-provoking sessions, bilateral meetings, a 
private catered lounge, and special events, including the 
offsite Gala Dinner, the Summit truly creates a setting that 
helps its partners build and strengthen vital relationships 
with high-level policymakers, academics, and business 
leaders. There is also the option to serve on the Summit 
Leaders Council and engage in programming and events 
throughout the year.  

Photos clockwise from top right: William C. Veale, Executive Director, US-Kazakhstan Business Association and Yelda Güven, Eurasia Director, 
ExxonMobil; Special Summit Partners dinner; Adel Chaouch, Director and General Manager, Corporate Social Responsibility, Marathon Oil; Ian 
MacDonald, Vice President, Europe, Eurasia, and Middle East Exploration and Production, Chevron; and Ali Babacan, Deputy Prime Minister, Republic 
of Turkey.



Summit Partnership presents the following opportunities: 

PARTNERSHIP LEVELS 
AND BENEFITS

Platinum 
Co-Chair

($250,000)

Gold 
Summit 
Partner

($120,000)

Silver 
Summit 
Partner

($60,000)

Bronze 
Summit 
Partner

($30,000)

CEO or Chairman invited to present brief 
introductory remarks during the Summit 

One-page company advertisement (to be 
provided by partner) in Summit program book 

Mention in pre- and post-Summit official press 
releases 

Permanent logo recognition on stage 
backdrops at the plenary and breakout 
sessions 



CEO or senior designate invited to serve on 
the Summit Leaders Council* and attend its 
exclusive events 

 

Opportunity to feature CEO or Chairman as a 
speaker or introducer in a Summit session  

Opportunity to exclusively sponsor a Summit 
meal event where CEO or Chairman gives 
welcoming remarks (subject to availability)

 

Atlantic Council assistance in scheduling 
interviews with various media at the Summit, 
as desired

 

Access to bilateral meeting rooms during the 
Summit (subject to availability)

dedicated 
room

priority 
access 

Reserved area on Partner's information table 
to display and distribute company related 
material (subject to availability)

  

High rotation of company logo on a sponsor 
video loop at the Summit   

Access to all Summit meals (Thursday and 
Friday), networking events, and exclusive 
lobby areas

   

Logo recognition of support on printed 
materials, signage, and Summit website (logo 
size dependent on partner level) 

   

Access to the “Partner Help Desk” and 
dedicated staff    

Passes (total) for participants to attend the 
Summit and the Gala Dinner 10 8 6 4

*Summit Leaders Council: CEOs and/or other senior designates at the Platinum Co-Chair and Gold Summit Partner 
levels will be invited to attend special events at the Summit and throughout the year with other high-level policymakers, 
academics, and business leaders. 



2013 Sponsors

For more information about partnership opportunities and attendance, please visit www.acsummit.org, 
or directly contact Summit Director Orhan Taner at otaner@AtlanticCouncil.org or +90 532 485 6336. 

The Atlantic Council is a registered 501(c)3 nonprofit organization.  
Your contribution may be tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law

 
www.acsummit.org • @AtlanticCouncil • #acsummit
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Fra: Kathryn Basinsky [mailto:KBasinsky@AtlanticCouncil.org] På vegne av Ross Wilson 
Sendt: 24. september 2013 20:57 
Til: !Postmottak OED; Nilsen Anne Grethe; Nilsen Anne Grethe 

Kopi: Kathryn Basinsky; Laura Linderman 
Emne: Update: Atlantic Council Energy & Economic Summit 

 
Dear Mr. Minister, 
 
Thank you for advising us of your regret of the Atlantic Council’s invitation to participate at its Energy & 
Economic Summit that takes place November 21-22 in Istanbul.  This note is to advise you that US 
Secretary Energy Ernest Moniz has now committed to attend and speak at the summit and to take part 
in a special expanded regional energy ministerial on its margins to which the Council has been asked 
especially to invite you.  Attached with this please find a new, revised draft agenda for summit and 
Council’s original letter of invitation for you to participate. 
 
The expanded ministerial will be a private meeting ahead of the summit’s public opening and will focus 
on the theme of energy efficiency.  As decisions are now moving forward, sometimes with difficulty, on 
the Southern Gas Corridor, Iraqi and Eastern Mediterranean gas, and a variety of other upstream, 
midstream, downstream, unconventional, renewable, and other matters, this ministerial will be an 
opportunity to consider a crucial set of issues related to energy intensity and utilization.  We plan to put 
together a highly interactive discussion among ministers and a small number of invited experts to talk 
about technologies, ways of doing business, and other practical steps that countries can consider to 
improve their energy efficiency and, in so doing, buy down the cost of investment in new capacity, 
improve competitiveness, and lower environmental impact and other costs. 
 
The ministerial will take place at 8:00-10:30 a.m., on Thursday morning, November 21 just prior to 
Turkish President Gül’s formal opening of the summit.  Invitees include ministers (principal plus one), a 
limited number of experts, and the Atlantic Council convenors, who will include our interim chairman 
and former US national security advisor Brent Scowcroft, and president and CEO, Frederick Kempe.  
Ministers will also be invited to a Council-hosted dinner on Wednesday evening, November 20, and 
more information on this will be provided later.  Both events will take place at the Grand Tarabya venue 
of the Istanbul summit.  They will closed to the media. 
 
While we cannot speak for Secretary Moniz, we understand that he will stay in Istanbul beyond the 
conclusion of his role in this ministerial meeting and the summit luncheon at which he will be the 
keynote speaker and anticipate that he will be available for bilateral meetings. 
 
We hope very much that you might be able to reconsider participating in the summit and joining 
Secretary Moniz, Turkish Minister of Energy and Natural Resources Taner Yildiz, and our other 
participants at the regional ministerial meeting being organized alongside it. 
 
If we can answer any questions, please do not hesitate to let us know.  We look forward to hearing from 
you. 
 
Sincerely, 



 
 
Ambassador Ross Wilson 
1030 15th Street, NW, 12th Floor | Washington, DC 20005  
T: (1) 202-778-4965 | F: (1) 202-463-7241 | M: (1) 202-746-8450 
Email: rwilson@acus.org 

mailto:rwilson@acus.org


The Atlantic Council is pleased to submit this proposal for a frarnework partnership between the Kingdom of Norway's
Ministry of Defense and the Atlantic Council. The below proposal outlines the Council's suggested approach for such a
partnership under the umbrella of the Councirs soon-to-belaunched Brent Scowcroft Center on International Security,
which would allow the Council to strengthen its important work of advancing the transatlantic security relationship in an

age of global challenges while also bringing Norwegian perspectives and priorities on a range of defense and security
issues to the wider Washington policy cornmunity.

The Brent Scowcroft Center on international Security

The United States and its transatlantic allies and partners face a strategic moment the likes of which has not been seen
since the fall of the Berlin Wati As the leading advocates of security, democracy, stability, and prosperity, the United
States and its allies are confronted by extraordinary challenges and opportunities that arise from a world in rapid and
historic transformation.

Decision-makers on both sides of the Atlantic face political upheavals in the Middle East and North Africa, Globalization
has lowered the barriers to entry nat only to participation in politics, but also in the security and economic spheres. As a
result, traditional structures and institutions are being shaken by non-state actors, non-traditional security threats,
newly assertive rising powers, and profound shifts in econornic and political influence.

To respond to this strategic challenge, the Atlantic Council is building the Brent Scowcroft Center on International
Security, which is precticated on the fact that, while cooperation between the United States and Europe cannot solve all
emerging security issues, transatlantic collaboration is often a precondition for dealing with them effectively. With the
transatlantic relationship at its core, the Brent Scowcroft Center on International Security seeks to provide decision-
makers and policy actors with actionable and policy-relevant advice on how the transatiantic community can tackle
some of the key ernerging security challenges in the 21't century. The Brent Scowcroft Center on International Security is
housed within the Atlantic Council, a deeply respected, long-standing, and nonpartisan institution that promotes
constructive US leadership in the context of even closer consultations with longstanding allies while embracing a new set
of increasingly important global partners,

The Center will pay tribute to General Scowcroft's vast contributions to the security and well-being of the United States
and its aHiesthrough his many years of distinguished public service and principled leadership, as well as to his service to
the Atlantic Councll. General Scowcroft has served as a board director at the Council for over 30 years and currently
serves as the Chairrnan of the Councirs International Advisory Board (See Tab A for membership). He not only has
played a pivotal role in the extraordinary growth and increased relevance of the Council, but has also inspired the

BEVARE

DRAFTProposal for a Framework Partnership Agreernent
Between the Kingdomof Norway and the Atiantic Council

A Transatiantic Security Partnership

Ouerview



Councirs emphasis on cultivating next generation ansatlantic policymakers through his own legacy as a mentor in
shaping the careers of countless leaders.

The Atiantic Council Norwegian Ministry of Defense Partnership

The Norwegian Ministry of Defense's partnership with the Brent Scowcroft Center on International Security could center
around the work of the Councirs Strategic Advisors Group (SAG). A body of recognized security and defense experts and
former senior officials drawn from across the Alliance, the SAG (See Tab B for membership) is the Scowcroft Center's
foca I point for its most important projects and deliberations on key transatlantic security issues.

Founded in 2007 by then-Atlantic Council Chairman General James L. Jones, Brent Scowcroft, Council President and CEO
Fred Kempe, and former Norwegian Minister of Defense Kristin Krohn Devold, the SAG has established itself as the

preeminent network for strategic thinking and analysis on Euro-Atlantic security through its thought leadership on
critical issues such as Afghanistan/Pakistan, missile defense in Europe, the NATO Strategic Concept, NATO reform, and
the Alliance's role in Libya. Currently co-chaired by Atlantic Council Chairman Chuck Hagel and Airbus CEOTom Enders,
the SAG produces major public policy briefs and reports, hosts off-the-reeord Strategy Sessions for senior US and
European civilian and military officials, and provides inforrnal, expert advice to senior policymakers,

The SAG established its reputation for expertise and its 'over the horizon' outlook by publishing an important report in
2007 entitled 'Saving Afghanistare An Appeal and Plan for Urgent Action.' The brief warned of the risks of failure in
Afghanistan at a time when the security discourse focused more on the chalienges of traq. Written by then-SAG
Chairman General Jones, the brief played a major role in shaping the public and private debate in Washington over the
deteriorating situation in Afghanistan through its blunt, but comprehensive analysis and findings. The report was
released at the Senate Foreign Relations Comrnittee in the presence of Committee Chairman Senator John Kerry. SAG
Chairman General Jones later testified before that Committee on its findings. The SAG then visited NATO Headquarters,
SHAPE,and the EU Headeuarters to brief Europe's leadership on the report's conclusions.

in 2008, the SAG focused its efforts on the topic of NATO reform, teaming up with the Center for Strategic and
International Studies, the National Defense University, and John's Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies to
produce a report entitled 'AlHance Reborn: An Atlantic Compact for the 21st Century.' This effort outlined ways in which
AHies should reinvigorate NATO, including irnproving decision-making, enhancing capabilities, and tackling major
challenges to ensure NATO's relevance for new and emerging threats.

The 'Alliance Reborn' report served as a prelude for the SAG's STRATCON 2010' project, which shaped the debate

concerning NATO's development of a new Strategic Concept Led by SAGmernbers Yves Boyer and Julian Lindley-French,
the project Influenced the Strategic Concept development process from both inside and outside the formal process. SAG
members were in attendance at NATO's five official reflection conferences on the future of the Strategic Concept and
the Atlantic Council served as a partner in hosting the fourth official NATO seminar on the topic of NATO capabilities in
February 2010. The SAG also provided rnembers of NATO's Group of Experts with issue briefs on issues most critical to
the success of the Strategic Concept. In 2010, the SAG produced an important STRATCON 2010 Report' that provided an
outHne for what the official NATO Strategic Concept should address before it was unveiled at the UsbonSummit in the
fall of 2010.

As a supporter of the Brent Scowcroft Center on International Security and its SAG, the Norwegian Ministry of Defense
would also have an opportunity to nominate Norwegian experts and former officials to serve on the SAG, as well as

shape the direction of the group in collaboration with the Council,



With the support of the Norwegian Ministry of Defense,the SAGwould focus on a series of core policy issues, with the
alm of shaping policy and the public debate through products consisting of conferences, policy reports and briefs, expert
roundtables, and strategy sessions for US, NATO, and allied nation officials. These core issues could include:

TransatlanticSecurityin the Age of Austerity and the ChicagoSummit

The transatiantic community is currently in a serious economic crisis that is applying significant downward pressure on
the availability of defense resources. To respond to this, NATO Secretary General Rasmussen has launched a smart
defense initiative, which will be a topic of the Chicago Summit in May 2012. Maintaining and potentlally extending Euro-
Atlantic defense and security capabilities and capacities, as well as political will, in the age of austerity will be crucial to
preserving the transatlantic security relationship in the 21" centuty. Under this therrte, the SAG would develop
actionable policy solutions and models for cooperation, prioritization, and specialization that take into account both US
and European perspectives and objectives, The SAG would also serve as a platform for focused deliberations between
experts, policy makers, and influencers from Washington, Oslo, NATO, and other allied capitals. Finally, these and other
relevant issues would be highlighted by the Scowcroft Center and the SAG before and during the Chicago Summit
through public and private programming.

NATOin the Middle East

In the wake of the Arab Awakening and the Allied libya operation, there exists an opportunity for a larger and more
proactive NATO role in the region, both as a security partner for various nations, and as a capacity builder for emerging
democracies in need of political and security sector reform. Under this effort, the SAG would work closely with the
Council's Rafik Hariri Center on the Middle East to formulate policy options and recornmendations for NATO and
member nations on how the Alliance can strengthen partnerships, and play a leading role as an advisor and capacity
builder in the greater region.

TheTransatlantic Cornmunityin a PacificCentury

•As the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan wind down, Washington is increasingly focused on the Pacific and Indian Ocean
regions, potentially to the detriment of its transatlantic relationship. However, the Council believes that NATO and the
larger transatlantic relationshic should play a vital role in a Pacific century as, among other things, a vehicle for
partnerships and confidence building with ernerging powers. Furthermore, coordinated action between the United
States and Europe witi ensure a more effective approach to newly assertive powers in the Pacific and Indian Ocean
regions. The SAGwould devise cutting-edge transatlantIc approaches to this new geo-political reality and help shape the
transatiantic debate on a topic that will be crucial to the health and long-term viability of the transatiantic security
relationship.

NATOBeyondLibyaand Afghanistan

With the successful completion of the NATO air operation over Libya, and the eventual draw down in Afghanistan, the
Alliance must consider what operational roles and missions it should undertake to advance transatlantic security in the
21" century, while also considering the political and military lessons it learned from the sharp engagement in Libya, and
the long-term commitment in Afghanistan. Should the Alliance remain an expeditionary one, or are there security issues
closer to Europe that need to be addressed by members on both sides of the Atlantic? Under this line of effort the SAG
would gather those lessons learned, and devise a way forward for NATO in a post-Afghanistan world.



Outreach to Next Generation TransatlanticLeaders

The Center will pay tribute to Brent's legacy as a mentor in shaping the careers of future leaders by developing initiatives
to identify and train future transatlantic policymakers. The Council is organizing and hosting an ambitious young leaders
program in the run-up to and at the NATO Chicago Summit. The Center will continue to maintain and cultivate this
network of young leaders as they assume key positions in thelr own nations. Norway's support for the Center could also
be targeted at growing these rnentorship efforts, including targeting Norwegian candidates for participation.

The above are suggested themes, and the Council would welcome the opportunity to discuss them in more detail with

the Norwegian Ministry of Defense to take into account its interests and priorities.

In addition to the activities under the umbrella of the SAG, the Brent Scowcroft Center could also serve as a platform for
the Norwegian Ministry of Defense for outreach efforts in Washington. The Atlantic Council maintains a wide network of
leading experts and officials in government, the diplomatic corps, industry, academia, media, and the think tank

community, which can be brought to bear for roundtables, strategy sessions, and public events together with visiting
Norwegian officials and delegations for consultations on a wide range of topics related to defense, security, and the

larger transatlantic relationship.

Level of Effort

To fully fund the work of the Brent Scowcroft Center's Strategic Advisors Group would require $1,000,000, with
$250,000 per year over a four-year period. The partnership would be rnanaged by the Council's and the Scowcroft

Center's leadership team. Please contact the leadership listed below to discuss this proposal in more detail.

Damon Wilson
Executive Vice President
Atlantic Councll
202-778-4976
dwilsonpacus.orA

Barry Pavel
Director-Designate
Brent Scowcroft Center
Atlantic Council

202-778-4940
bpavelPacus.org

Magnus Nordenman
Deputy Director
International Security Program
Atlantic Coundl
202-778-4968

mnordenman acus.or





•Atlantic Council Brent Scowcroft
INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY

BOARD CHAIRMAN

Jon M. Muntsman, Jr.
CHAIRMAN

H.E. Ine EriksenSoreide
Ministerof Defenseof the Kingdom of Norwav
Glacisgata1
Pb. 8126 Dep., 0032Oslo
Norway

Frederick Kempe
PRESIDENT & CE0

March27, 2014

Your Excellencv,

On behalf of the AtlanticCouncil, I would like to sincerelychankyou for generouslyhosting
the Atlantic Councilin Oslo for the "Charting NXFO's Next Chapter: From Afghanistan to
UkraineAnd Beyond"conference and givingthe conference's openingremarks.

Since we first initiated the "NATO in an Era of Global Competition" project with the
generous support from your rninistry,the European securitylandscapehas undergone tectonic
shifts. Your views on how North America and Europe can best navigate these shifts, most
notably the unfoldingcrisis in Ukraine,were important and thought provoking. I found your
comments on how NATO must incorporate regional focuses into its cornmand structure
particularly enlightening, and this serves as just one example of the innovative reform
proposals you offered to help NATO adapt to 21' century challenges. The transatlantic
community is fortunate to have such an active and forward-thinkingindividualin a critical
leadershipposition to help the Alliancenavigate this time of deep uncertaintyand significant
risks.

The Council prides itself on its abilityto convene leading transatlanticsecuritypolicymakers,
and we hope that our conference served as an important resource for you and your team as
you continue to monitor developments in Europe's East and prepare for the upcoming 2014
Summitin Wales.

Thank you again for your superb remarks at the conference. We very much look forward to
workingwith you and your team as we plan the next phase of the "NATO in an Era of Global
Competition" project.

Bestwishes,

Damon Wilson
ExecutiveVicePresident
AtlanticCouncil

1030 15TH STREET, NW 12TH FLOOR I WASHINGTON, DC 20005 I 202-463-7226

AtlanticCouncll.org



Til: Statsråden 
Fra: FD II via departementsråden 
Kopi: Statssekretæren 
Politiskrådgiver 
Departementsråden 
Forsvarssjefen 
Assisterende departementsråd 
Kommunikasjonsenheten 
Lederstøtte 
Dato: 8. april2014 
 
THANK LETTER FROM THE ATLANTIC COUNCIL  
 
The Minister has received a letter of thanks from DamonWilsoni AtlanticCouncili the 
conference held in OMS 19 March. The conference, "Charting NATOs Next Chapter: From 
Afghanistan two Ukraine and Beyond", was part of the collaboration that FD has the Atlantic 
Council and IFS.  
 
The letter is attached. FD is satisfied with the implementation of the conference. There were 
over 120 registered participants and good press coverage. The event was also well exposed 
on social media with over 700 twitter messages from 274 contributors. These messages 
reached over 520,000 twitter accounts.  
 
The collaborative project concluded with a conference in Washington DC in June 2014. It is 
desirable that the minister holds a post at this conference in conjunction with his visit to 
Washington in late June.  
 
Cooperation with the Atlantic Council helps strengthen the transatlantic security dialogue and 
gives us a good opportunity to demonstrate Norwegian interests and reviews in Washington 
DC Atlantic Council has a large network and partnership allows us therefore access to a 
variety of professionals to influence policy development. FD II therefore intends to continue its 
cooperation and dialogue with the Atlantic Council for a follow-up project. 
 



FORSVARSDEPARTEMENTET

Notat

Til: Statsråden

Fra: FD II via departementsråden

Kopi: Statssekretæren
Politisk rådgiver
Departementsråden
Forsvarssjefen
Assisterende departementsråd
Kommunikasjonsenheten
Lederstøtte

Dato: 8. april 2014 Ref: 2012/02809-5/FDII 1/CFJ/3-00

TAKKEBREV FRA ATLANTIC COUNCIL

Statsråden har mottatt takkebrev fra DamonWilson i AtlanticCouncil i forbindelse med
konferansen som ble avholdt i OMS 19.mars. Konferansen, «ChartingNATOs Next
Chapter:FromAfghanistan to Ukraineand Beyond»,var en del av samarbeidet som FD
har med AtlanticCouncilog IFS.Brevet er vedlagt.

FD er godt fornøyd med gjennomføringen avkonferansen. Det var over 120påmeldte
deltagere og god pressedekning. Arrangementet var også godt eksponert på sosiale
medier med over 700twittermeldinger fra 274bidragsytere. Disse meldingene nådde
over 520,000twitterkontoer.

Samarbeidsprosjektet avsluttes med en konferanse i Washington D.C. i juni 2014.Det
er ønskelig at statsråden holder et innlegg på denne konferansen i forbindelse med sitt
besøk til Washington i slutten avjuni.

Samarbeidet med AtlanticCouncilbidrar til å styrke den transatlantiske
sikkerhetspolitiske dialogen og gir oss en god mulighet til å synliggjøre norske
interesser og vurderinger i Washington D.C.AtlanticCouncilhar et stort nettverk, og
samarbeidet gir oss derfor tilgang til en rekke fagpersoner med innflytelsepå
poltikkutvikling.FD II ønsker derfor å videreføre samarbeidet og er i dialog med
AtlanticCouncilom et oppfølgingsprosjekt.

en kg Vaglum
John Andreas Olsen

Vedlegg: 1


















